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The Rise and Fall of the Felt
Hatting Industry
Introduction
Hats are amongst the oldest types of clothing in the world, though in
the early twenty first century they are no longer an essential item of
everyday wear but a fashion accessory. Plaited hats have been found in
the tombs of Egypt; several of the prehistoric bog bodies of northern
Europe were discovered wearing woollen knitted caps; whilst during the
Roman and Medieval periods straw and woollen hats were very popu-
lar. In post-medieval and industrial Britain hats were made from several
materials; cloth, fur, silk, straw, and wool. The towns of Atherstone,
Denton, London, Luton, Manchester, and Stockport were the six great
centres of hat making in Britain during this period and specialised in
the production of felted fur hats, felted woollen hats (Fig 1.1), and straw
hats.
The current archaeological study looks at the rise and fall of the fur
and woollen hat making industries in one of these centres, Denton.
Through the study of the surviving buildings of the industry, contem-
porary accounts, and personal reminiscences Denton’s role in the
industry can be recovered and the importance of the surviving remains
assessed. In order to place the Denton hat industry in context, though,
it is necessary to briefly review the development of hat production in
Britain from the sixteenth century to the twenty first century.
Hat Making and Archaeology
Archaeological interest in hat production and its social background
began in the 1960s with D M Smith’s pioneering work on the Denton
felt hat-making industry (Smith 1966). This was followed by Terence
Paul Smith’s study of the housing types associated with the domestic-
based, straw hatting industry in Luton (Smith 1972). The two key
works on the history of the felt hat industry in Britain are the studies
written by Patricia Giles (Giles 1959) and John H Smith (Smith 1980).
During the 1980s and 1990s many older hat factories were rediscov-
ered throughout Britain by industrial archaeologists, and a few
protected through listing. Tracey Holding’s work on the archaeology of
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the Denton felt hat industry (Holding 1986) is an important record of
the standing remains of that industry in the town immediately after the
closure of the last hat works. Penny McKnight’s study of hat making in
Stockport included a record of the felt and woollen hat making
processes at Christy’s (Fig 1.2) in the mid-1990s, and is the only archae-
ological study to have recorded contemporary manufacturing processes
in the industry (McKnight 1996). Probably the most significant of the
studies on the hat making industry is David Bevan’s regional study of
the buildings of the Luton hatting industry (Bevan 1992). This work
assessed the production processes for straw hat making and the build-
ing types that formed the manufacturing and storage facilities of the felt
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1899.
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and straw hatting industries not only in Luton but also in Atherstone,
Denton, London, and Stockport.
In recent years a number of hat works buildings have been recorded
around Denton and Haughton (Nevell & Walker 2004), and for the
first time an early felt hat works from the eighteenth and early nine-
teenth centuries excavated, in Manchester.
The Early Origins of Felt Hat Making in Britain
Felting is the process “whereby animal fibres are made to cohere and to
form a kind of cloth, without the aid of weaving, plaiting, knitting,
sewing or any analogous processes - warmth, moisture, and friction
being the means by which it is effected” (‘A Day at a Hat Factory’,
Penny Magazine, vol. X, no 567, January 1841, 44). Before the discovery
of felt hat making, fabric hats were soft and non-waterproof, but the
felting technique allowed the manufacture of stiff waterproof hats that
could be worn in all weathers and for everyday use (Fig 1.3).
The manufacture of felted woollen hats is recorded in London in the
early sixteenth century, though hats made from the naturally water-
proof beaver fur had been imported from Bruges, France, and Milan
since the fourteenth century. The growth of the industry in London is
reflected in the passing of five acts between 1511 and 1570 to protect the
capping industry from competition from the new style of hats. Felt hat
making had grown to such a degree that the 1570 Act sought to make
it compulsory for all males below a rental income of 20 marks to wear
an English made cap of wool on Sundays and Holy Days, or face a
penalty of 3s 4d (Giles 1959, 104-5). The development of the felt hatting
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Fig 1.2 Christy’s
hat works,
Stockport, the
largest of the nine-
teenth century hat
firms.
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trade was unstoppable and a few years later in 1576 more than 400 felt-
makers were recorded working in and around London (Giles 1959, 104).
In 1604 the Feltmakers Company was founded in London to control
the manufacture and trade of felt hats (Giles 1959, 105; Jones 1996, 176).
During the seventeen century the felted hat became popular across
much of society; from the steeple hat favoured by the Puritans, with its
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eighteenth century
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tall crown and stiff brim, to the low crown, wide brim, and flamboy-
antly feather trimmed ‘Cavalier’ hat (McKnight 2000, 3). 
Southwark in south London was the major early production centre,
supported by an experienced workforce and the largest single market in
England. However, the need for imported beaver pelts meant that a
number of early manufacturing centres also sprang up around the ports
of Bristol, Chester, and Liverpool. In these towns the guild system con-
trolled the manufacture of felt hats. In Chester, where felt hat making
was recorded as early as 1550, the trade was dominated by the hatmaker-
cum-retailer and was overseen by The Skinners and Feltmakers
Company from the early seventeenth century (Giles 1959, 106; Phillips
& Smith 1994, 54).
Other coarser grades of felted hat were made from the more com-
monly available rabbit fur and wool. The hills around Bristol and
Kendal provided felt makers with locally produced cheap wool and
probably rabbits. During the seventeenth century feltmakers of fur and
wool hats could be found in many of the larger English towns such as
Coventry, Exeter, and Ripon, as well as in smaller centres such
Birmingham, Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle-under-Lyme, Preston,
and Warrington (Giles 1959, 106-7). These scattered production centres
meant that during the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries
felted hat manufacture of these cheaper types of hat could and did
become a common domestic-based industry in a number of areas, sup-
plementing on a seasonal basis the tenant farmer’s income (Smith 1980,
I, 104). In the North West these included Denton, Kendal, Manchester,
Nantwich, Oldham, Sandbach, and Stockport where the farmer-hat-
maker-cum-retailer was common (Phillips & Smith 1994, 54). In 1686
William Bertenshaw of Openshaw held two dwelling houses, a hat
shop, and a shippon. Thomas Malbon of Congleton, who died in 1712,
had a workhouse with tools as well as a shop with a counter, chairs,
shelves, and hats. This was still evident in 1762 when another Mr
Bertenshaw, hatmaker of Denton, had “ploughs and sleds and two
horses” (Smith 1980, I, 104-5).
This seventeenth century and early eighteenth century expansion
was made possible by a heavy tariff on imported felt hats and by the
growth of export markets in Europe and North America. The growth
of these overseas markets was aided by colonisation and by the collapse
of the industry in Britain’s main competitor, France. This was a result
of the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1685 which led to the per-
secution and flight of French Protestants who dominated the French
felt hatting industry (Giles 1959, 108-9). In the early and mid-eigh-
teenth century the London Feltmakers’ Company sought to strengthen
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the position of the industry through the promotion of a number of
Acts; firstly, limiting production in the north American colonies (1732);
secondly, banning hat manufacture in chartered boroughs by non-
freemen (1757); and finally through the imposition of a heavy tariff on
the re-export of beaver skins to foreign craftsmen, thus securing the
supply of the best quality skins (1764; Giles 1959, 107-11). This last act
was also supported by feltmakers in Bristol, Chester, Liverpool,
Manchester, and Newcastle-under-Lyme.
The restrictions of the guild system encouraged the development of
regional production centres, where wage costs were lower and margins
higher. In London, for instance, the guild charter of 1604 gave them a
monopoly on the making and trading of hats within three miles of the
city, controlled wages and prices, and restricted the number of appren-
tices a master hatter could employ. An ordinance of the guild from 1667
banned piece-work; that is the weighing out of stuff by the employer to
be made up at the workers’ own home. Nor was it allowed for one mas-
ter to weigh-out stuff for use by another master’s journeymen. In 1667
the seven year apprenticeship for journeymen hatters was confirmed; as
was the restriction of master hatters to employing two apprentices at
any one time. Both these restrictions had first been outlined in an Act
of 1565 (Giles 1959, 122). Soon after 1685 the employment of cheaper
foreign journeymen hatters was banned. The way the London industry
was set-up saw the journeymen hatters gathered together under the
supervision of a master hatter in one location. In 1730 Thomas Hall,
head of the largest export firm in London, was employing 120 to 130
men, whilst around 1750, James Rossiter, another leading London hat-
ter, was employing around 100 men in this way (Giles 1959, 115). The
repeal of these ordinances in 1755, and the lifting of the ban on finish-
ing London hats in the regions in 1758, marked not only the beginning
of the decline of the guild system in London but also allowed many
London-based firms to expand into production areas beyond the capi-
tal (Giles 1959, 108) through what were in effect cheaper
sub-contractors. These regionally-based master hatters might have no
more than a warehouse and packing-room, hat production in their
areas being commissioned on an out-work system.
After 1755 London remained a manufacturing centre for beaver hat
bodies and the trimming and wholesale centre of the business, but the
manufacture of the majority of hat bodies moved to such areas as the
Midlands and Lancashire, where the wages were half those of the capi-
tal and there was already an experienced workforce (Smith 1980 I, 44).
Manchester and Stockport, unlike Chester and London, were not guild
towns. Here a journeyman hatter, having served the required appren-
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ticeship, could set up a hatting shop and pay or charge whatever the
market could bear (McKnight 2000, 4). Writing in 1771 in his book ‘A
Six Months Tour Through the North of England’, Arthur Young
thought that hat manufacture was one of the four chief industries of
Manchester, the others being fustian, check, and worsted small ware
manufacture. In part this was possible due to the growth of turnpike
roads providing a more reliable transport system. For instance one of
the first roads to be turnpiked in the region was the A6 from London
to Manchester, under an Act of 1725. On the ‘flying’ coach London was
just five days travel, or eight via Pickford’s carrier wagons (McKnight
2000, 5).
During the 1770s and 1780s the Feltmakers’ Company was active in
Manchester and Stockport, by then the most important hatting manu-
facturing centres in the country, leading Smith to suggest that the
whole hatting process was probably being carried out in these towns
(Ashmore 1975, 36; Smith 1973, 42; Smith 1980, I, 137-8). According to
Smith the beneficiaries of this growth in the industry in the North West
may have been an emerging group of comparatively wealthy feltmakers
in the Manchester area during the 1780s and 1790s. These were a group
of individuals identified by Smith from probate evidence who had per-
sonal estates valued between £50 and £100 (Smith 1980 I, 90).
Furthermore, he tentatively suggested that these men were investing
their trading surplus in property (Smith 1980, I, 100).
This process can be seen in Manchester through the rise of the
Bower family (Fig 1.4), perhaps the most prominent of Manchester’s
eighteenth century master hatters. Miles Bower senior and Miles Bower
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published c 1740.
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junior appear to have been prominent figures in eighteenth-century
Manchester, who derived their wealth from the town’s role as a centre
of hat manufacture. The younger Miles Bower’s death in February 1756
was recorded in a contemporary account as follows: “last night died
after a short illness at his house the upper end of Deansgate Mr Miles
Bower Junr a very considerable dealer in hats much esteemed by his
acquaintance, and makes his death greatly lamented” (MCL Owen Ms
23, 299).
From the pictorial and cartographic evidence the building on
Deansgate is known to have been of three-storeys, with a symmetrical
facade, and to have comprised a main central block, with a wing, set
back, on either side. The facade of the main block was divided into two
halves, defined by a central pilaster, with others at the corners and with
a parapet running across at roof level. Each of the two halves had a sym-
metrical arrangement of a central doorway at first-floor level, with a
classical surround and fronted by two flights of steps, with two win-
dows to either side of this doorway and five windows on the floor
above. The wings each appear to have been of five bays, with an
entrance at first-floor level in the angle with the main block, and with
the endmost two bays in each wing projecting slightly forward. A
boundary wall fronted the property on Deansgate. Two gateways, with
piers capped by ball finials, corresponding with the two halves of the
main block, opened onto a drive which led around a central lawn.
Miles Bower senior seems to have continued to live at the house on
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Deansgate until his own death in 1780, at the age of 85. In October 1771
the death was recorded of Mrs Bower “wife of Mr Miles Bower in
Deansgate”, while in the first Manchester and Salford directory, pub-
lished in 1772, Miles and John ‘Bowers’, are listed as hatters in Aldport
Lane (MCL Owen Ms 23, 299, 301; Raffald 1772). Between the 1730s
and 1750s the two Miles Bowers served as jurors on Manchester’s mano-
rial court, the court leet, and on occasion also held the office of
constable. In 1740 Miles Bower was charged by officers of the court
with the public nuisance of dumping a midden, ie waste, on a public
thoroughfare; his presentment to the court refers to him as a ‘felt-
maker’, the earliest reference found to date for the family’s involvement
in the hatting trade (Earwaker 1888). According to one tradition it was
Miles Bower senior who laid the foundation stone of the Manchester
Infirmary, in Piccadilly, in 1755 (Axon 1886, 91). The remains of their
hat factory, including the foundations for a planking stove and two dye-
ing vats were excavated in 2002 (Fig 1.5).
The hat factory appears to have passed to a Joseph Atkinson who was
listed in the Manchester trade directory of 1788 as a hat manufacturer
on Cupid’s Alley, the location of Bower’s premises (Lewis 1788). It is this
Joseph Atkinson, who died in 1818, after whom the street was later
renamed (Bradshaw 1985, 5). Documentary and map evidence indicates
that the hat factory was still in production in 1849. The hat factory
buildings appear to have survived into the later twentieth century, when
photographic evidence shows the two ranges on Atkinson Street which
flanked the entrance to the works’ yard as brick-built and of a tall three
storeys, typical of finishing works of the late eighteenth and early to
mid-nineteenth centuries.
By the late eighteenth century the production process in the North
West had begun to fragment as more London master hatters shifted
work to the region. This can be seen in both Manchester and Stockport
where the hatting trade was divided between firms using out-workers,
who specialised in particular parts of the process, and master hatters
with a small journeymen workforce working on their own premises. A
number of these master hatters were supplying London dealers on a
commission basis (Ashmore 1969, 141; Ashmore 1982, 16). The most
important was Thomas Worsley, who began making hats in 1797. He
acted as a commission master for the London firm of Christy’s, until
1826 when his felt hat works on Canal Street was taken over by Christy’s
on his retirement (Smith 1973, 43; Smith 1980, I, 139-43). 
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Nineteenth Century Expansion and Mechanisation
During the nineteenth century the major change in the industry was
the mechanisation of most of the manufacturing processes and the con-
centration of the hat making in North West England. The traditional
hand manufacture of felt hats (Fig 1.6) prior to the mid-nineteenth cen-
tury could be divided into eleven major processes split between small
workshops and domestic dwellings (Smith 1966, 3). These eleven
processes can be divided into three stages; the preparation of the raw
materials, the making of the hat body, and the finishing of the hat
(Smith 1980, I, 126-9). Two of the best contemporary descriptions of
the felt hat making process can be found in the Universal Magazine for
April 1750 and the Penny Magazine for January 1841 (Smith 1980, I, 121).
Though separated by 100 years both describe essentially the same
processes, and each suggests that a master hatter was involved in all of
the processes of hat manufacture, bar that of dyeing (‘A Day at a Hat
Factory’, Penny Magazine, vol X, no 567, January 1841, 41-8; Smith
1980, I, 125).
The preparation of the raw materials began with the removal of the
fur from the skins and its cleaning. This was followed by the grading of
the fur (Ashmore 1982, 16) which was done by bowing. This involved
mixing the raw materials of wool and fur, usually from beaver or rab-
bit, to form layers of even thickness by means of a hatter’s bow
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Fig 1.6 A hatter’s
workshop from
around 1750 show-
ing the bowing and
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suspended from the ceiling (Ashmore 1969, 142; Penny Magazine, vol X,
no 567, January 1841, 41-2).
After that comes the creation of the hat body. This involved three
steps. The first of which was forming; the creation of the basic conical
shape of the hat. This was done by pressing the felt into bats that were
known as hoods. These were about twice the size of the finished hat
(Ashmore 1969, 142; Hellowell 1966, 29-30). Next comes planking, the
actual felting process. During this the hoods were taken to the plank-
ing shop where they were alternately bathed in a solution of boiling
water and sulphuric acid, and then rolled with a hatter’s pin, gradually
shrinking and thickening the material (Holding 1986, 10). The final
step was to shape the hat body on a cylindrical wooden block, after
which it was dried and dyed (Ashmore 1969, 145; Penny Magazine vol
X, no 567, January 1841, 45-8).
The hat was then ready for the finishing processes, the first element
of which was known as blocking. This involved pulling, pressing, cut-
ting, and ironing the hat, whilst still on the block. Separate blocks were
used to shape the crown and brim of the hat. Finally, the hats were lined
and trimmed according to fashion (Ashmore 1969, 145; Penny Magazine
vol X, no 567, January 1841, 45-8).
When Christy’s opened their new factory at Droylsden in 1835 it rep-
resented the summit of hand felt hat production. The main factory
buildings were for bowing, planking, and dyeing, and there was an
extensive warehouse range. There were 50 cottages built for housing the
domestic workers undertaking trimming and finishing. The whole
complex covered around 30 acres, and was insured for around £12,000
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(Giles 1959, 118). Though the Fairfield factory has long since gone
Christy’s Frampton Works (Fig 1.7), built in 1818, still stands and indi-
cates at least how part of the site would have looked; two ranges, one
three-storeys high and the other two-storeys that were probably used
for preparation, hat body work, and warehousing. The whole site reput-
edly employed 130 hatters, though much of this work must have been
done by out-workers since the site was not big enough for such a large
workforce. Although none of the manufacturing processes at either site
were mechanised, the importance of the Fairfield factory lay in the con-
centration of all the stages of felt hat manufacture in one location on
such a large scale.
The commercial reorganisation of the industry after 1755 that saw a
shift away from the hatmaker-cum-retailer to specialist manufacturing
firms, had produced by the early nineteenth century a well-developed
national network of production and marketing. London set the fashion
and the great hatting firms, such as Bowlers and Christys, had their
headquarters and retail shops there but carried on much of their man-
ufacturing in the provinces” (Phillips & Smith 1994, 178). Much of this
regional production was based in the North West and by 1851 hatting
employed 4,423 men and 1,183 women in the region. The average com-
pany size was small. The largest, Christy’s, employed around 1,500
people in 1859 but only 270 at their Stockport factory (the Fairfield fac-
tory was closed in the late 1830s as a consequence of the great hatting
depression); most of the rest worked as out-workers on the finishing
proposes (Smith 1980 I).
This national network of small-scale firms, regional production, and
a centralised marketing centre in London was altered by mechanisation
during the 1860s and 1870s. Most of the advances in mechanizing the
hatting process in the nineteenth century were developed in the United
States of American where there was a very large hat industry and mech-
anisation was first introduced early in the century (Smith 1980, II, 1).
The first part of the process to be mechanised was the preparation
phase. Christy’s were the British pioneers in mechanisation and first
used a steam-powered blower in their Bermondsey factory as early as
1821, but the machine was very slow, and did not become popular until
improved versions appeared in the 1860s (Giles 1959, 113-4). Full mech-
anisation of the preparation, body making, and finishing processes only
emerged in Britain as a result of the great depression in the industry of
the 1840s (Fig 1.8). This depression began in 1836 and was the result of
declining supplies of beaver fur from north America and a shift in fash-
ion towards the production of high quality, cheaper, silk hats, at the
expense of the fur felted hat. It had two immediate consequences; the
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collapse of the Grand Hatters Union and the eclipse of felt hat making
by silk hat making. Only the introduction of mechanised forms of felt
hat making could restore the industry’s fortunes by reducing produc-
tion costs and skill levels.
The 1850s saw several significant developments in mechanization in
England, again led by Christy’s of Stockport (Smith 1980, II, 1). In 1850
a machine for making hat bodies was patented (Ashmore 1975, 37;
Smith 1980, II, 1). It was probably a fur former; though the earliest
attested use of this type of machine in England was not until 1853
(Smith 1980, II, 2). This was followed in 1856 by a patent for a machine
to do the hardening and planking processes (Smith 1980, II, 3).
According to Smith by 1853 “Christy’s had virtually decided on root and
branch mechanization” (Smith 1980, II, 2). Yet it was not until 1859,
when Christy’s sent two of its owners on a tour of hat factories of the
United States, that mechanization really took off in the North West.
The result of this trip was the purchase of a variety of machines includ-
ing a fur former (Ashmore 1975, 38; Smith 1980, II, 5). Over the next
ten years Christy’s introduced as many of the new machines as it could,
so that by 1868 the preparation and hat body making stages at Christy’s
were almost totally mechanised (Smith 1980, II, 11). The value of this
investment in new machinery (Fig 1.9) can be seen in Smith’s estimates
of the cost of weekly hand production in 1860 as opposed to the new
machine processes by the end of the decade. In 1860 it cost £76 5s 0d
to make 305 dozen hand formed hats of the cheapest sort (a week’s pro-
duction for Christy), which works out at 5s a dozen, whereas in 1868 the
cheapest machine produced hats cost £64 8s 6d for 305 dozen or 4s 3d
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a dozen. The savings for manufacturing the dearest sort of hat were
even higher, £140 13s 6d as opposed to £244 for a week’s production;
that is machine made hats of the best quality cost 9s 3d a dozen to make
in 1868 as opposed to 16s a dozen for hand made hats in 1860 (Smith
1980, II, 9). In 1871 Christy’s Hillgate factory at Stockport was employ-
ing 1,413 people, producing each week 1,300 dozen wool felt hat bodies,
and 600 dozen fur felt hat bodies, whilst finishing 1,500 dozen stiff hats
and 890 dozen soft hats per week. This level of output and organisation
made it the largest and technically advanced hat works in Britain (Fig
1.10; Smith 1980, II, 13).
A further way in which the industry adapted to mechanisation in
this period was the rise to dominance of woollen felted hats, which were
much simpler to produce and cheaper. Fur felted hats were still made
but these were increasingly from rabbit fur, which was easier to obtain
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that beaver fur. The beaver felt hat thus became once more a luxury
item.
The spread of mechanization beyond Christy’s factories in London
and Stockport took place during the late 1860s and the 1870s. In
Denton, Woolfenden may have introduced some machinery at their
Dane Bank site in 1861, although it was not until 1864 that its installa-
tion began to spread. This was in response to a strike by hatters in
Denton during that year, the culmination of a labour shortage in
Denton since the revival in the felt hat trade from the mid-1850s (Smith
1980, II, 11). As a result of the strike seven hat masters from Denton,
Hooley Hill, and Bredbury established in that year the Lancashire
Machine-made Felt Hat Company, with a capital of £27,000 (Smith
1980, II, 12). According to Smith the initial reluctance of the Denton
workers to accept mechanization also led to the growth of a number of
new firms in neighbouring Hyde during the 1870s (Smith 1980, II, 13).
The Long Victorian Summer
The mechanization of the finishing process, begun in the 1860s by
Christys with the introduction of powered lathes, was not completed
until 1900, and by this date a number of North West firms, including
Oldhams of Denton and Perrins of Hyde, were producing hat making
machinery (Smith 1980, II, 18). Even so, the seven mechanical processes
(Fig 1.11) involved meant that hatting remained a highly labour inten-
sive industry dominated by small single site, family owned, firms long
after this phase had passed in the cotton and woollen industries.
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Another major innovation of the late nineteenth century was the intro-
duction of synthetic aniline dyes, which were much more resistant to
light and laundering than the natural dyestuffs and gave brighter
colours. The use of coal-tar dye had been experimented with since the
first aniline dye was patented in 1856, followed in 1857 by the establish-
ment of the first aniline dye works by Perkin & Son at Greenford Green
in Middlesex. However, technical difficulties prevented its widespread
application until the 1870s (Jones 1996, 7). In 1874 a number of firms
in Stockport, Denton, and Hyde joined together to fund a research post
at Owen’s college in Manchester and this led in 1876 to the founding of
The Clayton Aniline Company Limited in east Manchester for manu-
facturing aniline oil and aniline salt for use with dyes in the textile
industry. Thereafter, aniline dyes became widespread in the calico
printing industry and in hat production (Smith 1980, II, 23-4); there
were even companies in Luton using these dyes for straw hats (Fig 1.12;
Bevan 1992, 46).
The new mechanised hat machinery meant that specialised buildings
were needed to house the seven mechanized processes. The mechanized
hat making site of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was
characterized by a range of single-storey buildings used for the wet
processes (preparation, forming, felting, proofing, and dyeing) and
multi-storeyed buildings for shaping, trimming, finishing, and ware-
housing (see below Chapter 2; Hellowell 1966, 28-36; Fig 1.13). As a
consequence of mechanization the journeyman hatter specialising in
one part of the process and the use of outworkers, declined as more
firms encompassed the full the range of production on one site, within
such large specialist buildings (Ashmore 1969, 145; Smith 1966, 3-4).
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Such a prolonged period of expansion, interrupted only briefly by
the recession of the early 1880s, coupled with mechanisation, led to the
growth of a number of ancillary industries. In Denton, Luton, and
Stockport, a strong subsidiary engineering industry emerged that spe-
cialised in hat machine manufacture. Perhaps the largest of these
engineering firms were Oldham’s of Denton which was founded in 1865
specialising in the manufacture of fur blowing, planking, and finishing
machines, and Turner Atherton & Co Ltd also claimed to be the oldest
specialist hat machine making firm, having been founded in Denton in
1860 (Hatters’ Gazette, May-June 1955, 138).
Mechanisation changed both the scale of the felt hatting industry
and its centre of gravity that switched from London to the North West.
It also saw a prolonged boom from the 1870s onwards, which was only
brought to an end by the First World War (1914-18). It saw the rise of a
new manufacturing centre, in Luton, where a number of wool felt hat
making firms were opened after 1877 in what until then had been a
straw hat making centre, and the growth of older centres such as
Atherstone (Hatters’ Gazette, December 1943, 403).
By 1902 there were 88 fur and wool felt hat manufacturers in Great
Britain with the largest single manufacturing centre being Denton with
36 firms (Fig 1.14; Appendix 1). Stockport was the next largest centre
with 16 companies, whilst Hyde and Manchester each had four compa-
nies, and Bury one. With 61 firms, nearly three quarters of the felt
manufacturing industry was based within North West England. The
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next largest centres were London with nine firms, Atherstone with
seven and Luton with four (National Archives, Kew, LAB 14/170).
These figures excluded the dozens of companies specialising in trim-
ming, finishing, and in the manufacture of hat machines in Denton,
London, Luton, and Stockport. In 1911 there were 12,494 people
employed in felt hat manufacturing, most of them based in Cheshire
and Lancashire. Christy’s remained the largest single firm, employing
around 1,400, though now most of their employees work at their fac-
tory in Stockport. Many of the new mechanised firms employed 400 to
500 workers (Phillips & Smith 1994, 262). Skilled finishers, who were
all men, commanded the highest wages, whilst those for the makers of
the hat body and the trimmers (which included men women and
youths) earned less but no lower than contemporary wages in the tex-
tile industry.
Felt Hatting’s Last Boom
Like the textile industry, the First World War marked a significant loss
of overseas markets to indigenous production for both the felt and
straw hat making firms. In 1921 the industry was employing a third less
workers than it had done in 1911, with 8,574 people involved in felt hat
making, whilst the industry produced 790,000 dozen hats in 1922 but
had a capacity for 2 million dozen (Phillips & Smith 1994, 330). During
the 1920s and 1930s conditions did not improve. At home the rise of the
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motor car was encouraging a growing informality in dress whilst the
growth of chain retailers and the decline of specialist hat shops led to a
reduction in wholesale prices (Smith 1980, II, 78). Abroad markets con-
tinued to decrease as a result of the political boycotts of British goods
in Ireland and later India, new quotas and tariffs in may countries out-
side the British Empire, and the rise of cheap imports from Italy and
Eastern Europe (Phillips & Smith 1994, 330).
However, the industry showed the kind of resilience seen in the
1840s. During the 1920s some Luton hat manufacturers diversified into
millinery products; that is the finishing of high-fashion hats for women
(Hatters’ Gazette, February 1943, 50). Other Luton-based firms
attempted to further mechanise wool felt hat production using cheaper
non-unionised labour (Fig 1.15). The older felt making firms in Denton
and Stockport replied with new types of product such as the Attaboy
woollen felt hat manufactured by the Denton Hat Company, the last of
Denton’s felt companies to be established, in 1921 (Fig 1.16).
The Second World War represented the last major boom in the felt
hatting industry. Initially, the impact of the war was adverse with
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restrictions in raw materials, a loss of male workers to the army, and a
loss of female workers to better paid munitions jobs due to the fact the
hatting was not a reserved occupation (Hatters’ Gazette, April 1942, 115).
By 1942 the industry was facing a major crisis. On the one hand it
had large Government orders to fulfil for the military (tropical headgear
for instance), and the Government were urging the concentration of
felt hat production in Denton and Stockport, much to the distress of
the Luton hat makers (Hatters’ Gazette, June 1942, 169; December 1942,
382). Firms were grouped together and made to share factories, produc-
tion, and, ultimately, profits (Phillips & Smith 1994, 331). Yet, on the
other hand it faced a severe labour shortage. The Denton Hat
Company on Wilton Street, for instance were employing only half the
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workforce they had before the war (Hatters’ Gazette, November 1942,
349).
The industry in Denton adapted by encouraging the return of mar-
ried women with families who had left employment in hatting, and to
aid this, a nursery was established in the town. The employment of
young boys was also considered.
Mid-Twentieth Century Decline
In 1945 the British Felt Hat Manufacturers’ Federation had 53 members
(TLSL DD 233/68), down from the 88 recorded in 1902. Those areas
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that showed the largest loss of firms since 1902 were Denton, down to
13 companies from 36, Stockport down to 11 companies from 16, and
London with no members (Christy’s were cited as a Stockport company
in 1945). Other areas such as Bury, with three companies and Luton
with six, had grown. Thus, whilst Denton was still the single largest
hatting town in 1945, it was now closely followed by Stockport, and
Atherstone and Luton were the next major centres with six firms each.
After 1945, the British felt hat trade went into a severe decline. The
Second World War had seen a further loss of overseas markets and a
shift in fashion at home away from the everyday wearing of hats, per-
haps in part due to the war need for military supplies and a consequent
restriction in civilian hat production; the population appear to have
fallen out of the habit of wearing a hat in this period and could not be
persuaded to resume the practice. In 1949 John Moores of J Moores &
Sons Ltd noted that output in the company had fallen considerably due
to restrictions in many of its traditional export markets (exports in
November 1949 were at 38,466 dozen hats down from 49,610 in the pre-
vious November 1948 for instance; Hatters’ Gazette, November 1949).
Also as a result of rising raw material prices for both fur and wool, made
worse by the collapse of the rabbit population due to myxomatosis
(Hatters’ Gazette, January 1949, 16). Attempts to diversify the Denton
and Stockport felt industry into hat millinery to rival Luton which
developed this market in the 1920s and 1930s (Hatters’ Gazette, February
1943, 50), appear to have failed to improve trade in the North West, as
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did the establishment in 1950 of a Hatting Research Centre on Stanley
Street in Manchester (Hatters’ Gazette, October 1950, 494). However,
the industry was still producing new products; Moores’ new range of
coloured bowler hats were so popular in 1953 that the firm ran short of
skilled workers (Hatters’ Gazette, July-August 1953).
Decreasing demand for the traditional wool and fur felt hat led to
redundancies, mergers, and closures across the industry during the
1950s. In 1951 only 4,647 men and women were working in the indus-
try and by 1958 there were only 19 felt hat making firms left in Britain,
the biggest being Christy’s who employed no more than 600 workers
(Phillips & Smith 1994, 331). Denton’s second oldest hat firm, Nathan
Wild & Co, closed in 1956 after 112 years of production citing as the
causes of their demise the decline in the hat market due to the spread
of ‘hatlessness’ and a shortage of rabbit fur due to the spread of the dis-
ease (Hatters’ Gazette, May-June 1956, 141). During this decade related
hatting firms such as hat machine makers also began to be affected by
the declining felt hat trade. Turner Atherton Ltd, the oldest hat
machine maker in Denton, noted in 1958 that trade was bad and orders
few (Hatters’ Gazette, November-December 1958, 226). The hat firms
had been slow to amalgamate during the 1930s and 1940s but once
more Christy’s led the way buying out their neighbouring firms of
Lincoln Bennett, Henry Heath, the Chestergate Hat Manufacturing
Co, and Scott’s Ltd, and concentrating all their felt hat production into
the Hillgate Works in Stockport in 1953 (McKnight 1996, 54-5).
Nevertheless, an indication of the decline in the industry in general
came in 1954 when Christy’s head office, which had been in
Gracechurch Street in London since 1788, was sold, the Bermondsey
factory closed, and the management of the company switched to
Stockport. Shortly afterwards they started joint production of felt
hoods with Battersby’s of Stockport and in 1964 the company took over
Sutton and Torkington, another Stockport felt hatting firm (McKnight
1996, 54-5).
In 1966 a number North West felt hat makers merged to form
Associated British Hat Manufacturers Ltd (ABHM Ltd). This was a
merger of the five largest remaining firms in the region; Battersby & Co
Ltd, Christy & Co Ltd, and T & W Lee’s all of Stockport, and J Moores
& Sons Ltd and Joseph Wilson & Sons Ltd both of Denton. The new
company commanded 40% of the felt hat market and had a workforce
of 1,100 based, by 1972, at just two manufacturing sites; the Hillgate
factory of Christy’s and the Wilton Street factory of Wilsons. The new
company was at the head of the campaign in the mid-1960s to get the
Government of the day to remove the duty on hatters’ fur as a way of
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helping to cut the costs of production (National Archives Kew, BT
303/221). A number of smaller firms remained independent such as the
Denton Hat Company, Howe & Sons, and Walker, Ashworth &
Linney all in Denton. These small firms could not compete with
ABHM Ltd and the declining market, and they all closed in the 1970s;
Howe’s ceasing production in 1973 (Fig 1.17) and Walker, Ashworth and
Linney and the Denton Hat Company around 1976 (Caffrey 1976, 19;
Phillips & Smith 1994, 331-2).
In 1980 ABHM Ltd sold the entire share capital of its subsidiary
Christy and Co Ltd to Cadogan Oakley for £1.2 million ending ABHM
Ltd. All manufacturing was moved to the Hillgate factory, under the
Christy’s name, Wilsons being closed, and the Hillgate site itself under-
went a reduction in size from 12 to six acres (McKnight 1996, 55).
Although its trade was much reduced, it was the largest manufacturer
of fur felt hats in Europe and the only one left in the region. Christy’s
Hat Works closed in 1997 and was demolished in 2003, although
Christy’s itself still makes fur and wool felt hats at its Victoria Works in
Bury. In Tameside, where felt hat-making had ceased in 1980, hat mak-
ing of another sort continued. In 2007 three firms were making knitted
and cloth hats and caps; Goldgem International Ltd on Cavendish
Street in Ashton; Headwear UK, based at Wellington Mill in Ashton;
and Earnest Catlow & Sons Ltd on Holland Street, the only Denton
hatting firm to have survived into the early twenty first century.
Today felt hats are made all over the world in Australia, China,
Poland, Russia, and the USA. Whilst the industry in Great Britain is
now mostly gone, the factory buildings survive in some numbers in the
main manufacturing centres of Denton, Luton, and Stockport, and still
shape the landscape of part of these towns in the early twenty first
century.
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Table 1: A Comparison of Manual and Mechanised Fur-felt Hat Manufacture
Manufacturing Stage Manual Process Mechanised Process Machines used c1900
c 1841 c 1900
1) Fur Preparation Fur washing Fur washing No mechanisation
Secretage Secretage No mechanisation
Fur cutting Fur cutting Cutting machine
Fur separation Conical
Fur grading Opener (dyed furs)
Blowing machine
2) Body Forming Bowing Fur forming Forming machine
Body forming
3) Hood Making Basoning Hardening Hardener
Hardening Settling Settler
Planking Planking Multi-roller
Stumping Stumper
4) Proofing Proofing Proofing Roller proofing 
machine
5) Dyeing Dyeing Dyeing Rotating cage
6) Shaping Blocking Stretching Tip stretcher
Blocking Brim breaker
Pressing Blocking machine
Hydraulic crown press
Hydraulic curling 
machine
Flanging machine
7) Finishing Luring Luring (napped hats) Luring lathe
Pouncing (felts) Pouncing lathe
8) Trimming Trimming Trimming Sewing machine 
Manual
Table 1: Based upon McKnight 1996.
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